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V8.3 Release Notes 

YPLM#   New Features 

1447 Long Description Tooltips 
Users working within an editable form, can now hover over fields containing long descriptions 
and view every word with a tooltip. 

 
1527 Style Measurements Update - Linked/Not Linked 

The Style Measurements - POM area, has been updated to include an unlinked icon while also 
highlighting editable POM fields.  

 
1575 Measurement Page POM Headings 

When creating a POM, users can define it as a heading POM. This will allow a POM to not be 
editable on a measurement template or sheet, with the benefit of using it as a line break or 
section heading. 
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1613 Material Request Inactive Partner 
A new Active Field checkbox selection has been added to the Material Request banner. This will 
enable customers to flag a partner active / inactive across every season/year applicable for this 
Material Request. If an inactive partner is used on a Bill of Material, it will appear in Red with an 
(!) at the end of the partner name. 

 
1642 Style Sample Request UI 

Updated the Style Sample Request page to the new user interface.  

1716 Defining EAV Field Length 
We’ve added the ability to limit out of the box EAV field lengths where users can define the 
minimum and maximum text length. 

2122 Quick Sample 3D Performance 
Improved the Quick Sample 3D files page performance upon opening. 

2989 Upload PDF’s to Sample Request Images 
The Sample Request Fit Photo area now allows users to upload PDF’s without the markup 
functionality. 
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3125 Replaceable Login Image 
Users can now replace the login page image with any desired image such as a company logo. This 
feature can be found within the Admin Folder - Login Image section. Also, removing the added 
image will revert back to the YuniquePLM main login image.  

 
 3351 Sample Measurements Default to Blank 

Added the ability to make Sample Measurements default to blank when the following setting is 
enabled: DefaultMeasurementValuesTo0.  This setting is found in Admin > Setting > Application > 
Style > General. 

3361 Line List Season/Year Search Option 
Added a search drop-down filter within the Line List Search grid for season and year.

 
3362 BOM / Colorway BOM Export to excel 

Added the ability to export a BOM or Colorway page to an excel file.  
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3882 Renamed Text-Image to Text & Image 
The Style Folder’s Text-Image new workflow item type name has been renamed from Text Form 
to Text & Image. 

 
2835 & 

3916 
Removed Planning Folder 
The Planning folder has been removed from the following application areas: Style Folder, Control 
Panel, and Admin desktop and Permission areas. 

3946 Style Measurement – Change Template – Add POMs should not be linked 
Updated change template functionality to unlink any POM copied from another template. 

3947 Editable Style Calendar  
The Style Calendar panel is now fully editable when using a calendar template on the Style 
Calendar workflow page.  

3949 Sample Request Calendar 
Users can now use the Style Calendar when creating a Sample Request and a calendar template 
is applied.  

3967 Model/Marker Configurability 
Added EAV configurability to the Style’s Model & Marker pages. 
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3969 Update Measurement Page to Display Image  
We have updated the Style Measurement workflow page non-edit view to display the 
Measurement image to the right of the sample measurement data. 

 
   3970 Help buttons 

Users will have access to guided tutorials throughout YuniquePLM V8 via the SmartGuide help 
buttons in the following areas: Color Folder, Image Folder, Material Folder, Line List, and Style 
Folder. Guided tutorials will be deployed as created.  
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3978 Wild Card Search – Swap Colorway 
The advanced wildcard search is now available within the Style Bill of Material – Swap Colorway 
functionality.  This advanced feature can maximize a user’s search query by representing one or 
more characters.  
 
Users can use the following wildcards: 

 A question mark (?) may be used to represent a single character, anywhere in the 
word.  Multiple question marks may be used to search for multiple characters in a word.  
For example, a color search for r?d would return red. While searching for red??? would 
return redrum. 

 An asterisk (*) may be used to specify an unlimited amount of characters and will return 
many results. For example, red* may return bright red or jalapeno red. 
Note: Use \* to search for a word containing an asterisk. 

Quotation marks (“”) may be used to perform an exact search, such as “red.” 

4077 Style To-Do Dashboard 
Reinstated the Style To-Do dashboard within the BI area. 

 
4122 Line List Flash Costing 

Reinstated the Line List Flash Costing area within the Line List.
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4137 Control Panel API 
Added new API‘s to support the Control Panel of the application. 

4227 Asynchronous Print Previews 
We have added the ability to generate page previews across YPLM asynchronously. When a print 
preview is generated, a desktop notification will alert the user when it’s ready to be viewed. We 
have also added a new Preview Reports page within the User Profile section of the application. 
This will show all print previews generated within the last 24 hours. 

4275 Pricing Fields Update 
Updated an issue within the Material header where pricing fields containing 4 decimals were 
instead saving 2 decimals. 

UIMod 
4079 

Line List Image Palette Edit 
The Palette Edit – Image grid user interface has been updated to make dragging and dropping an 
image to the Style, much simpler. The seamless interface includes a thumbnail list view making it 
easier to view many images at once. 

 
UIMod 
4081 

Line List Material Palette Edit 
The Palette Edit – Material grid user interface has been updated to make dragging and dropping 
a material to the Style, much easier. The seamless interface includes a thumbnail list view making 
it easier to view many materials at once. 

UIMod 
5978 

Page Identifier UI Buttons 
The user interface has been updated to include underlined links under currently selected areas.
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UIMod 
6138 

Style BOM Colorway Pitch Sheet - Color Pitch Popup 
Updated the Style BOM Colorway Pitch sheet for users who prefer to select a color chip 
manually.  
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YPLM#     Defect List 
3403 BOM: Corrected an issue within the BOM Colorway – Sort Colorways page where the long 

color names were difficult to read on the color chips. As a result, the color chips have widened 
to accommodate more text and include a tooltip to reveal the full name.  

4228 BOM: Corrected an issue where enabling the StyleMaterialsReadFromLib setting resulted in 
the width info not being saved. 

3353 BOM: Corrected an issue where new EAV field comments were not tracked in the change log.  

3354 BOM: Updated an area within the BOM Colorway Pitch sheet where the show/hide columns 
context menu selections were unchecked after columns were scrolled to the left behind the 
frozen columns. 

3355 BOM: Corrected an issue within the BOM where attempting to hide columns did not work.  

3398 BOM: Updated the BOM Add Material active field to default to yes, mirroring the Material 
Folder search screen.  

3399 BOM: Corrected an issue where the Active Color in the BOM Colorway Pitch Sheet is 
deselected after clicking Make Colorway.  

3400 BOM: Corrected an issue within the BOM Colorway Pitch Sheet when using the bottom scroll 
bar ends prematurely while colors are still available. 

3736 BOM: Corrected an error in the BOM when clicking on a material code.  

3800 BOM: Updated the Select Style page to contain a hover feature for the description and 
variation name. 

3848 BOM: Corrected an issue where auto-updating on a related BOM does not occur after enabling 
the Style System setting StyleMaterialsReadFromLib to TRUE and updating a material type. 

3944 BOM: Corrected an issue where approving a BOM still results with the page allowing the fields 
to be edited.  

4205 BOM: Corrected an issue where saving a 4 decimal price rounded down to 2 decimals after 
setting BOMAllowInputMaterialPrice to TRUE. 

4222 BOM: Made improvements to the BOM performance. 

4223 BOM: Made improvements to the Style Colorway page performance. 

3585 Color Folder: Corrected an issue where copying color chips did not copy the EAV fields.  

4006 Color Folder: Corrected an issue where the Palette Type field did not display the correct value 
within a Color Palette. 

2854 Application Configuration: Corrected an issue where dependent EAV drop-down fields do not 
work with quick fill on the Line List Add-New screen. It resulted in the child field blanking out 
and forcing the user to reselect the parent field twice to get the child working correctly.  
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3377 Line List: Corrected an issue where editing a Line List Style occasionally resulted with the Add 
Color window not properly displaying colors. 

3812 Line List: Updated the Style Sample Request page to include the Variation name field within 
the Search and Grid Forms (EAV). 

3975 Line List: Corrected a performance issue when searching within the Line List Material Palette 
Edit area.  

4224 Line List: Corrected a performance issue, within the Line List Flash Color page, when loading, 
saving or filtering by Palette Name or Palette Type. 

2858 Material Folder: Corrected an issue within the Material Header, where typing content into a 
field without selecting the dropdown then saving the contents, resulted in the changes not 
appearing within the Change Log.  

3368 Material Folder: Corrected an issue where the Change Log screen was not capturing any 
changes.  

4203 Material Folder: Corrected an issue within the Material Header and Request areas where 
inputting 4 digits rounded down to 2 digits.  

4426 Material Folder:  Corrected an issue within the Material Folder where the Change Log did not 
capture color modifications.  

4355 Material Request:  Corrected an issue where adding a new season/year to a material trade 
partner area resulted with the trade partner header, EAV and purchased currency fields not 
copying over to new season. 

4266 Reporting: Corrected an issue within the BI Reports page, which resulted in a file size exceeds 
error.  

4300 Reporting, Sample Request: Corrected an issue where the Sample Request Fit Comments 
report lost formatting like indents and spacing. 

3773 Sample Request: Corrected an issue within the Sample Request, where selecting a vendor with 
a long name overlapped into the next column.  

3992 Sample Request:  Corrected a response time issue when saving Samples. 

3993 Sample Request:  Corrected an issue when generating a Sample Request Tech Pack. 

4011 Sample Request: Corrected an issue where modifying the measurements sort order within the 
Sample Request Measurements Sort window, did not update after saving and closing.  

 4013 Sample Request: Updated the attachments tab in the Sample Request Multi-Sample pages to 
support .pdf and .xls files.  

4066 Sample Request: Corrected an error which occurred in the Sample Request Workflow page 
when selecting Post Revisions to Measurement.  

    4084 
 

Sample Request: Corrected an error which resulted from adding sizes into the Size Set Sample 
within the Sample Request.  

4085 Sample Request: Corrected a sort order issue, not saving or updating the grading worksheet 
within the Sample Request and Measurement pages. 
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4086 Sample Request: Corrected an error resulting from revising specs on the Size Set Sample Page. 

4274 Sample Request: Corrected an issue within the multi-sample Sample Request type, where Post 
Revisions to measurement caused the grading to update on linked POMs.    

3714 srmOn: Updated the Sample Folder’s Vendor and Factory drop-downs to display the content in 
alphabetical order.  

3716 srmOn: Corrected an issue where adding double quotes to a comment resulted in the 
comments being displayed within the Search Grid results.  

3775 srmOn: Corrected an issue within the Style Folder where certain EAV configuration fields had 
incorrect mapping and cannot be hidden. 

4020 srmOn: Corrected a performance error occurring within the Samples Search area when 
filtering by Agent, Vendor, or Factory. 

4079 srmOn: Corrected an issue within the Measurements area where fractions are instead 
displaying as a decimal format.  

4121 srmOn: Updated the Sample Header tracking icon to be associated with the Tracking No. field.   

3881  Style Folder: Corrected an issue within the Style & Silhouette workflow pages where 
attempting to drag and drop multiple images was not allowed.  

3939 Style Folder: Updated the Style Folder’s Style Details to contain the same EAV configuration 
from previous versions. 

3979 Style Folder: Corrected performance issues when using the color search field within the 
Colorway Pitch Sheet.  

4168 Style Folder:  Corrected an issue where hiding a size within the measurement worksheet 
resulted in the grade rule calculating improperly. 

4230 Style Folder: Corrected an issue when a user added a size treatment to the BOM/Colorway 
pages after other data inputs, the data was not saved. 
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